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Welcome from the Hydro-Meteorological
Equipment Industry

Welcome from the Weather Risk
Management Association

The Association of Hydro-Meteorological Equipment
Industry (HMEI), comprising of over 130
manufacturers and service providers from 28
countries worldwide, is pleased to have this
opportunity to welcome all the participants and our

Welcome to Singapore! What an excellent
opportunity to engage with global weather and
climate industry experts, learn about new industry
developments and technologies, and take part in
technical sessions and discussions.

exhibiting Members to InterMET Asia 2017.

As president of the global industry association for weather risk
management professionals, the Weather Risk Management
Association (WRMA), I invite you to learn more about WRMA over
these next few days and to take part in our complimentary halfday symposium on March 21.

Given the challenges of severe weather events and their increased
frequency globally, a key focus of InterMET Asia 2017 is how
weather and climate data and forecasting services can be used to
help build greater resilience and adaptability. If we are to understand
our changing environment, and manage and mitigate the impact of
extreme weather, then data quality and availability must be among
our key discussion points as we continue to develop worldwide
compatibility that ensures worldwide comparability.
Therefore, the focus of the conference – the promotion of high
quality weather information and related products and services – is of great interest to
the Global Weather Enterprise. This week is a unique opportunity for both the Private
and Public Sectors to come together to address the technical and other aspects of the
acquisition, interpretation, communication and use of hydro-meteorological data.
Conferences such as InterMET Asia are important venues in the exchange of
information that will help to better characterize our changing environment. Given
the aim of InterMET Asia to improve our resilience and adaptability to increasingly
extreme weather, it is important for the HMEI Membership to participate in this
event in order to promote the objectives of the conference. The Association of the
Hydro-Meteorological Equipment Industry is delighted to support InterMET Asia 2017
and wishes all the participants, the organizers and our Members a very productive and
informative conference.
Brian Day
Chair of the Association of the Hydro-Meteorological Equipment Industry (HMEI)

WRMA, founded in 1999 as a 501(c)(6) trade association and based in Washington,
D.C., strives to enhance public awareness of the weather risk industry and promote the
growth and general welfare of the weather risk market by highlighting and examining
weather’s economic impacts across a vast array of industries, geographies, and time
scales. WRMA’s members are organizations representing a wide range of marketplace
participants – from insurance and reinsurance providers, brokers, end users, data
providers, and exchanges to universities and researchers. WRMA provides its members
with access to networking and educational programs, forums to reach potential
customers, and weekly news roundups covering weather risk news and issues, among
other resources.
On March 21, WRMA will hold a Weather Risk Management Symposium on Level 3
of the Suntec Convention Centre. This is an opportunity for those new to weather risk
management to learn how weather challenges a wide spectrum of businesses whose
revenues, costs, and financial performance are sensitive to weather. The Symposium
will also delve into comprehensive treatment of the industry, with sessions addressing
key drivers shaping the marketplace, predictions regarding future products, and
supporting data and analytics. I hope to see you there!
Bradley Hoggatt
WRMA President and MSI GuaranteedWeather
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